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Abstract 

Wireless body area networks (WBANs) a special type of wireless 
sensor networks (WSNs) in which sensor nodes to actualize 
continuous wearable wellbeing observing of patients are able to 
provide improved healthcare services in a distributed infrastructure 
less environments. However, the mobile node, due to less battery 
power, can easily suffer from the problem of energy level when 
control packets are transfer among nodes—a problem that can 
occurs by the fact that some sensor nodes may select wrong cluster 
head with inappropriate path and waste the resources. Although 
many energy efficient methods have been designed for the traditional 
sensor networks, there has been limited focus on incorporating 
WBANs into energy efficient schemes. Therefore, in order to 
incorporate above issue we revisit the already designed traditional 
energy efficient methods with cluster head selection protocols and 
optimal path transformation. Therefore, we encourage researchers to 
insert WBANs with existing methods to improve performance. 
However, some work has been done in WBANs that uses energy 
efficient methods to manage the routing issue, this research domain 
requires further research attention. Therefore, we discuss the 
current research work and purpose many future directions of 
research. 

  
Keywords: Wireless body area networks, Energy Aware, Routing 
Protocols, Stable Increased-throughput, Link Aware-Energy Efficient. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provide central communication to all 

nodes that deployed in the specified region of network. However, it has 
several types that are implemented in the fields of engineering and other 
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fields of science. WSNs nodes are useful to measure the temperature, 
pressure, and humidity. In order to provide communication among nodes 
medium access control (MAC) layer protocol is used for WSNs and wireless 
body area networks (WBANs).  

WBAN’s is specified type of WSNs that is designed to combine multiple data 
packets from the body and transfer information to central node using WSNs. 
The lot of research work has been done in the domain of traditional WSNs 
and many existing surveys provide detail knowledge of already designed 
protocols. As compare to this, here we are discussing the WSNs protocols that 
are designed for WBAN. The nodes in WSNs are smaller in size and it has 
wireless ability with low utilization of power. WBAN is an expected 
innovation which uses wireless sensor nodes to actualize continuous 
wearable wellbeing observing of patients. The wearable sensor nodes can be 
implant inside the body of the patients for the many bio parameters like 
blood pressure, heart action pulse rate etc. The sensor nodes communicate 
using radio frequency (RF) based remote systems administration [1]. 
Patient’s wellbeing position can be following whenever and everywhere 
without confining his/her portability. Consequently, persistent can carry on 
with his/her life works day by day and exercises.  

WSNs have been connected in numerous fields as of late in light of the fact 
that the nodes of sensors can be conveyed with infrastructure less and 
system can be monitor numerous perilous and sensor placed that individuals 
can't reached [2]. Basically low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) 
is taken under WSNs. In LEACH [3] protocol the base station is not mobile 
even the area of the nodes is greater to the station. Clustering is proficient 
strategy to deal with adaptability issue and vitality utilization challenge; it is 
broadly talked about in WSNs applications [4]. To make WSNs increasingly 
reasonable for different situations, specialist utilized WSNs with different 
operating systems [5]. Basically, the heterogeneous WSNs are divided in two 
major classes: one sensor nodes are conveyed with various correspondence 
radiuses and other are deployed with various levels of energy [6]. In order to 
understand the above method this survey mainly focused on LEACH as well 
as some other WSNs protocols which used for formation the system energy 
efficient for WBAN. 

 
2. RELATED WORKS 

WBANs protocols are helpful to minimize the power using of the batteries 
for maintain the energy efficiency. WSN’s is using the minimum level of 
energy and gives the maximum output with minimum routing overhead [7]. 
WBANs comprise with little, astute scheme joined on or embedded in the 
body which are fit for setting up a wireless correspondence interfaces. Sensor 
nodes are implemented in a person, or around him to handle various 
applications in the domain of medicine, electronics/personal entertainment 
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and others [8]. These devices give ceaseless wellbeing observing and 
continuous input to the client or medicinal work force. Moreover, the 
estimations can be recorded over a more drawn out timeframe, improving 
the nature of the estimated information. The protocols that is helpful in 
routing plays a vital role for efficient communication among sensor nodes. 
Furthermore, selection of best path is a major component for communicate 
with the source and destination [9]. In sensors, nodes send sensory 
information to the base station that’s why communication design is complex. 

 To avoid challenges in bit rate and energy level, the nodes that have less 
battery level communicate directly with the access point [10]. Stable 
increased-throughput multi-hop protocol for link efficiency (SIMPLE), is a 
low power and energy efficient routing protocol for WBANs. However, the 
operation of this protocol is consisting of three phases: initial phase, next 
hope selection and scheduling [11]. In order to reduce energy losses, link 
aware and energy efficient scheme for body area network (LAEEBA) provides 
solution after consideration of routing protocol. It provides solution after 
consideration of best path for transmission. However, the selection criteria of 
best path are based on the minimum number of hops. Furthermore, the 
working mechanism of LAEEBA is based on data packet. In order to facilitate 
emergency data, it uses direct communication with the desired node. 
However, it uses multi-hop transfer of data when the nature of data is normal 
[12]. Further extension in LAEEBA, called co-operative link aware and energy 
efficient scheme for body area network (Co-LAEEBA) is designed for energy 
efficient WBANs. Co-LAEEBA performed working after utilization of relay 
nodes; therefore, at a time source node also employed more than one link 
[13]. iMproved Stable increased-throughput multi-hop protocol for link 
efficiency (iM-SIMPLE) is an extension of SIMPLE protocol that is also helpful 
for energy efficient routing protocol in WBANs [14]. In order to perform 
routing in a cluster manner another approach is available that is called 
“anybody”. Anybody does not make direct communication to the base station 
because it uses clusters to gather the data. In anybody clusters are chosen 
stochastically and cluster heads gather the data packet and send this all data 
packet to define base station [15].  

To optimize the network performance using routing method another 
protocol is available, called BIOCOMM.  The working of BIOCOMM in WBANs 
is based on network layer and MAC layer. Sleeping or hotspot nodes also 
exist in BIOCOMM but nodes try to finds the path for destination which uses 
minimum number of hops [16]. Many surveys are available in the domain of 
WBANs using network layer protocols. However, this survey is focused on 
the efficiency of energy after consideration of other layers. Therefore, for 
WBANs some protocols like LEACH LEACH-C [17] BEENISH, PEGASIS and 
EDDEEC have been discussed in this survey. 
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3. PROPOSED ORIGINALITY: STUDY ON ENERGY AWARE ROUTING 
PROTOCOL FOR WBANs 

Different energy aware protocols that provide solution using routing 
method for WBANs are available in Fig. 1. In order to communicate among 
nodes many WBANs routing protocols are available, that are based on 
cluster-based routing protocols, temperature based routing mechanism, QoS-
based routing method, cross-layered routing protocols, and postural-
movement routing protocol [18].  

 

 

Figure 1. Classification of routing protocol for WBANs [18] 
 
3.1 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Protocol (LEACH) 

Basically LEACH is taken under hierarchal network. In LEACH nodes are 
arrogated to be homogeneous and energy constrained. For homogeneous 
WSNs, [19-22] discussed about LEACH, that is based on routing protocol in 
which different group of clusters are used for the sensor network. Sensor 
network is divided into clusters and in a cluster one node selected that is 
called cluster heads (CH). CH’s have been chosen stochastically in different 
rounds. Different rounds of LEACH are given. 

 
Base Station         Cluster Head

         Vice CH

 
Figure 2. LEACH Protocol Cluster Formation 
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Fig. 2 illustrates that all nodes (also called vice cluster head) 
communicate or sending information to the CH, and then CH sends 
information to station which can be stationary. LEACH uses time division 
multiple access (TDMA) protocol on MAC layer. Furthermore, LEACH divided 
into different phases. LEACH protocol comprises of numerous rounds and 
each round comprises of two stages. LEACH protocol is a regularly portrayal 
of various leveled directing convention and it is self-versatile and self-
composed [23].  
 

Now the two phases of LEACH are given below. 
3.1.1 Setup Phase  

 CH have been chosen stochastically. During the setup stage, all nodes 
joined and make the group then select the CH, the node that have maximum 
energy level is selected as a CH because it will take longer time to decay [24]. 
While, the higher energy level node is becoming the CH then the lower energy 
level nodes works under main the CH. In this mechanism all subordinate 
nodes transfer data to CH that helpful to work under less utilization of energy 
level resources as sown in Fig.3. 

 
 

Figure 3. LEACH Setup Phase Flow Chart 
 
3.1.2 Steady State Phase 

During this phase, all data which is transmitted between nodes is 
maintained by CH as illustrated in Fig 4. It combines all data and information 
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which came from vice cluster heads and sends this all information directly or 
through other cluster head to the base station. Moreover, after some specific 
time interval the whole system returns back to the setup stage [25]. 

 
Figure 4. LEACH Steady State Phase 

 
3.2 Centralized Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Protocol (LEACH-C) 

LEACH-C it is an extension of LEACH, it is uses a centralized clustering 
approach as mentioned in the name [26]. Base station picked the CH in 
LEACH-C then sensor nodes forward their location and energy level to the 
base station. Group hubs CH and non-CH is built up by base station. In this 
define mechanism as presented in Fig 5, the base station pursues the way 
that is helpful to achieve the low energy level for transmission of information. 
In every round of LEACH-C, the quantity of CHs approaches foreordained 
ideal worth but this is not happening in the case of LEACH. 

 

 
Figure 5. Routing of LEACH-C 

 
3.3 Balanced Energy Efficient Network Integrated Super Heterogeneous 
Protocol (BEENISH) 
 

The main goal in WSNs is to design a framework that should be energy 
efficient. In order to perform efficiently, a clustering level scheme provides a 
huge advantage. Therefore, BEENISH protocol used the four dimension of 
heterogeneity. First one is normal nodes which based on energy level, second 
one is called propelled nodes which have maximum energy level in order to 
normal nodes, third one named as super nodes because they have high level 
of energy, and fourth one is called ultra-super nodes because they have 
maximum energy level [27]. As per above method, the ultra-super node has 
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maximum chance to become the CHs. This is because, it has the highest 
energy level and as compare to others the duration of life is maximum. As the 
energy efficiency of BEENISH is higher, therefore, it can send maximum 
packets to base station. Due to the maximum availability of resources, 
BEENISH can be very useful for the WBAN.  
As Fig. 6 illustrated the block diagram of BEENISH protocol in which all ultra-
super nodes that have greatest energy level are becoming a CH. However, to 
become the ultra-super node the distance of node does not matter. If ultra-
super node is not present in any area, then the super node becomes the CH. 
Furthermore, all remaining nodes connect with CH node and then the CH 
connects with base station. Due to the above reasons BEENISH protocol is 
more effective then LEACHES. 
 

 
Figure 6. BEENISH Protocol Block Diagram 

 
3.4 Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information System (PEGASIS) 
 

There are many protocols that are using in WSNs and PEGASIS is one 
of them. In PEGASIS nodes are composed in string that every node 
demonstration like transmitter and collector. However, every node can travel 
and get information from just its neighbor node. CH is looked over the string 
which associated with base station and transmits all relevant data to it. The 
node gets the information from their neighbor node afterward further 
neighbor collect this information using multi-hop concept. Furthermore, after 
receiving data from multiple-hops the data transmitted to CH and finally CH 
sends it to the base station. PEGASIS is working with token passing 
methodology which is utilized by the CH node from starting to end [28].  

As Fig. 7 explain the token passing methodology of PEGASIS. C2 node 
is CH which is called pioneer hub and it moves token to C0 node and A0 node 
moves all relevant information to neighbor node C1. C1 get together the data 
and move the accumulated data to C2. The group head which is called 
pioneer node, then exchange the token to C4. The C4 node move the data to 
its neighbor node C3, and C3 get together the all data and sends data to its 
neighbor C2. Toward the end CH which is C2 move the total data to base 
station. Therefore, PEGASIS is increasingly productive then LEACH. 
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Figure 7. PEGASIS Token Passing Methodology 

 
3.5 Enhanced Developed Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering 
(EDDEEC) 
 

EDDEEC is a versatile energy related protocol that works in a 
productive manner. Furthermore, it’s helpful to provide an equivalent energy 
level between sensor nodes. In EDDEEC sensor nodes are characterized 
among three kinds, typical nodes, advance nodes, and super nodes. These 
three nodes are taken a shot at likelihood manner. On the off chance that 
energy dimension of ordinary nodes kicks the bucket, the rest of the nodes 
proceeds with the entire capacity; this may build the energy effectiveness, 
steadiness and lifetime of the system. 

 

 
Figure 8. EDDEEC System model 

 
Clustering implicates groups of node’s and nominating leaders amid 

the sensor nodes as shown in Fig . 8. While, the cluster heads are nominated, 
they collect the data from their corresponding nodes and execute data 
information accretion afore reportage the gathered data information to the 
sink node. Rotary the cluster head save majorly energy rather than fixed 
clustering system. EDDEEC communications protocol ascertains CH 
determination solely based on the residuum energy of each node.  To achieve 
this aim, the Energy efficiency EDDEEC is based on following important 
factors such as: 
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 The CH selection is depends on average distance, initial energy, 
residual Energy and average energy of the system. While, it is 
necessary that CH selection must be purely independent of the 
subsequent round, un-like the approach in DEEC, SEP, EDDEEC and 
LEACH. 

 The CH selection totally depends on nodes higher residual energy 
strength then other nodes in EDDEEC network. 

 The EDDEEC must assure equal weightage to normal, super and 
advance nodes for picking a CH. While others just give the weightage 
on the bases of advanced and super node. 
 

4. OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH ANALYSIS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT 
WBANs 

 There are many challenges in routing protocol for WBANs.  We are 
discussing some challenges that relates to energy efficiency for WBANs. 
Energy efficiency of routing protocols is very important and it is the biggest 
challenge now a day. In energy efficiency both energy consumption of nodes, 
and network lifetime included and this is the biggest challenge in 
WBANs[29]. Many algorithms and protocols are available for the energy 

efficiency of nodes. However, still CH node selection and route selection have 
greater challenge in WBANs. As we know that WBANs requires quick 
response of data. Therefore, a proper framework requires for fast response 
with efficient energy management in WBANs. 

Table 1 is describing the energy efficient comparison of LEACH, LEACH-
C, PEGASIS, BEENISH and EDDEEC for the WBANs.  For WBANs, PEGASIS and 
BEENISH are very good but energy efficiency of BEENISH is higher and 
energy efficiency of PEGASIS is poor. Remaining LEACH, LEACH-C and 

TABLE I. COMPARATIVE TABLE OF DIFFERENT ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
Routing 

Protocols 
Classification Mobility Energy 

Efficiency 
Power 
Usage 

Cluster 
Head 
Energy 

For 
WBANs 

LEACH Homogeneous Fixed Very poor Maximum   Good 

LEACH-C Homogeneous Fixed Very Poor Maximum   Good 

PEGASIS Homogeneous Fixed Poor Minimum   Very 
Good 

BEENISH Heterogeneous Fixed High Minimum   Very 
Good 

EDDEEC Heterogeneous Fixed High Average          × Very 
Good 
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EDDEEC are good for WBANs but energy efficiency of both are very poor.  
The efficiency of EDDEEC is higher in terms of energy management.  

 
5. CONCLUSION 

This survey discussed different energy efficiency of WSNs routing 
protocols for the WBANs. Some wireless routing protocols like BEENISH and 
EDDEEC are very good for the energy efficiency of WBANs. BEENISH and 
EDDEEC are high energy efficient specially BEENISH, less power user and 
best for body area network. LEACH, LEACH-C and PEGASIS are also good for 
body area network but its energy efficiency is very poor. In future work the 
remaining wireless senor protocols can be discussed in WBANs. 
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